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Abstract: This paper analyzes the stochastic properties of consumer sentiment to understand how
they affected the luxury sector in the United States before and after COVID-19. The results were
derived using fractional integration methodologies and suggest that, before the pandemic episode,
both variables were expected to be mean reverting and the shocks were transitory, having similar
behavior. However, after the appearance of COVID-19, results suggest that consumer sentiment
recovered before the luxury sector. Results from the use of cointegration methodologies show that
the effects of COVID-19 disappeared in the short-run. Finally, the sentiment of consumers acts as a
leading indicator of the behavior of the luxury sector according to wavelet analysis. Thus, an increase
in consumer sentiment implies an increase of 3.6% in the luxury sector.
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1. Introduction

Economic crises are not uncommon occurrences in the economic system and are often
influenced by psychosocial behavior. The process that explains the occurrence and onset of
a crisis was initially proposed by British economist John Maynard Keynes [1]. Keynesian
theory focused on the role of aggregate demand and how it influences economic growth
and stability. Later, economists such as Joseph A. Schumpeter [2] and Milton Friedman [3]
further developed the theory of economic crises. Schumpeter emphasized the role of
innovation and creative destruction in the economy, while Friedman’s theory highlighted
the role of monetary policy in the occurrence of economic crises.

First, a state of economic boom fosters consumption, which in turn influences people’s
well-being. Second, a period of strong speculation follows the pattern observed by Walter
Bagehot: “People are all the more gullible the happier they are” (see [4]). Third, the high
speculation phase always ends with a violent shock of depression and economic restructuring.

Economic and financial crises have a negative impact on consumer sentiment, which
translates into a decrease in consumption and greater sensitivity to prices (see [5]).

In [6], the authors showed that these crises generate uncertainty, which leads to a
decrease in consumer confidence and increased saving.

Shocks appear with a sudden, violent upheaval, without warning of their arrival.
A shock is an escalation of events in which little or no information is available. Shocks
not only influence the economy, but also the behavior, feelings, attitudes, motivations,
emotions, and expectations of people (see [7,8]).

Research conducted by [9] revealed that unexpected events such as climatic disasters,
wars, and pandemics have a significant impact on the emotional and economic state of
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consumers. Resilience and previous experiences are the factors that affect the consumer’s
sentiment and behavior.

According to [10], after these shocks, people can use consumption to reestablish their
identity and new social relationships.

COVID-19 was not the first world-wide crisis faced by luxury brands, but it has had
a significant impact on the economy and people’s lives, including on the sentiment and
behavior of consumers. In the previous global financial crisis in 2008, the luxury industry
was affected and experienced an 8% overall decline. The industry had to adopt suitable
strategies to overcome the crisis, according to their own brand identity (see [11–13]; among
others), being faithful to their brand image and not diluting their brands (see [14]).

Various studies have evaluated how COVID-19 has affected consumers’ perceptions
and attitudes and their purchasing behavior.

In [15], the author identified that economic uncertainty and health insecurity caused
by the pandemic led to a decrease in the consumption of non-essential goods. On the other
hand, reference [16] observed an increase in the consumption of essential products and
online purchases, due to restrictions on movement and closure of commercial activity.

Reference [17] identified that uncertainty, perception of severity, perception of scarcity,
and anxiety are significant factors that influence consumer purchasing behavior.

Some studies, such as the one conducted by [18], affirm how the COVID-19 pandemic
has impacted consumer behavior and led to significant changes in the perception and
purchase of products, while the study developed by [19] includes a change in spending
patterns and willingness to pay for certain products.

Before the pandemic, the luxury sector was experiencing an increase in demand for
products and a greater availability of online options. However, the pandemic has led to a
decrease in demand and a shift in consumers’ values and priorities. According to a study
by [20], the pandemic has led to a change in the perception of luxury and has affected the
demand for luxury products.

During the pandemic, consumers adopted a more cautious stance and prioritized safety
and convenience in their purchases. According to [21], the pandemic led to an increase
in online shopping and a decrease in physical store purchases. Furthermore, consumers
sought more accessible and practical luxury products. After the pandemic, it is expected that
consumer sentiment and behavior in the luxury sector will continue to evolve.

Reference [22] demonstrates how the luxury sector has had to quickly adapt to respond
to this crisis in order to remain relevant to consumers.

Digitization in the luxury sector has been the subject of interest in recent years and has
become even more important in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. According to a
study by [23], the pandemic has driven innovation and adoption of digital technologies in
the luxury sector, such as the option to make purchases online and the offer of personalized
attention through chatbots and virtual advisors, which has led to an increase in customer
satisfaction and online sales.

According to [24], after the pandemic, digitalization is expected to continue to be an
important aspect in the luxury sector. Digitalization will allow luxury brands to improve
their ability to personalize and offer a unique experience to their customers, which in turn
will increase customer loyalty and satisfaction.

There is limited literature that examines how consumer sentiment and behavior has
been affected in relation to the luxury sector before, during, and after the COVID-19
pandemic in the United States.

Some authors, such as [25], have used market studies and consumer surveys to
investigate how the pandemic has affected consumer perception and behavior regarding
“masstige” luxury products, and how these have evolved in the post-COVID era.

Other authors, such as [26], have also analyzed the impact of “sustainable trends” on
the stimulation of luxury goods purchases through surveys.

References [27–29], among others, argued that consumer confidence indices are good
social indicators that perform well as leading indicators and reproduce subjective opinions
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about material living conditions; as such, they are sensitive to real changes in the economy.
Additionally, they reflect the general course of business activity and of consumer expenditure.

On the other hand, luxury goods and services are those consumer goods that are
defined as discretionary goods [30,31]. These authors argued that spending on some
durable and luxury goods (discretionary goods) reflects the flexibility in expenditure. This
occurs because these discretionary goods are sometimes limited by the purchasing power
of consumers. According to [32], these purchases can be advanced or delayed, making
durable expenditures particularly volatile. In contrast, expenditures on necessities do not
vary according to consumer attitudes.

In line with the previous statements, this paper offers several contributions to the
scant literature on time trends and persistence in the luxury sector and consumer sentiment
as a leading indicator of consumer expenditure.

After reviewing the literature, this is the first study that analyzes the time series of the
luxury market and consumer sentiment and their statistical properties. To do so, first, to
understand the behavior of each time series, a univariate analysis was carried out, where
long memory techniques were used to provide evidence on the stochastic properties (more
specifically, mean reversion and persistence). Finally, considering COVID-19 as a structural
break, this research paper aimed to examine the impact of consumer sentiment on luxury
market behavior via cointegration and wavelet analysis.

This paper follows the following structure. Section 2 presents the data used in this
study. Section 3 describes the methodologies used to carry out the research. The results are
discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the concluding remarks.

2. Data

This research paper uses several time series to understand how the behavior and
sentiment of consumers affects the behavior of luxury.

The database used to study the behavior of luxury was obtained from the S&P Dow
Jones Indices. The S&P Global Luxury Index is based on the 80 largest publicly traded
companies that are involved in the production or distribution of luxury goods or the
provision of luxury services that meet specific marketability requirements.

The consumer sentiment database is used as a leading indicator of consumer expen-
diture. This database is maintained by the University of Michigan and adopted by the
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. The Consumer Sentiment Index is based on the consumer
confidence level measured in at least 500 monthly telephone interviews in United States.
These monthly surveys ask about the economy, personal finances, business conditions, and
buying conditions, among others things.

The data used to carry out this research paper have a monthly frequency, from January
1998 to July 2022, as represented in Figure 1.

In order to avoid the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic at the beginning of 2020, Figure 1
shows how the effects of the global lockdown, social distancing, and other measures affected
consumers and their use of the Internet to make their purchases (see [33]). The result of this
business landscape resulted in a transformation during the quarantine period, accelerating the
development of digital commerce with a new digitally immersed consumer ([34,35], among
others). Due to the COVID-19 situation, some shopping categories accelerated offerings in
the direction of experience categories (see [36]), such as luxury.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Unit Root Methods

Unit roots can be tested in many different ways. For this research, the ADF test based
on [37] was used. Many other tests are available with a greater power to calculate unit
roots. For instance, Phillips and Perron present a non-parametric estimate of the spectral
density of ut at the zero frequency (see [38]). In addition, the methodology based on KPSS
(see [39]) and ERS (see [40]) considered deterministic trends, and obtained the same results.

3.2. ARFIMA (p, d, q) Model

Once tested using standard unit root tests and finding that the time series are not
stationary, a more advanced methodology was employed.

Based on the idea introduced by [41–45], any point on a real line does not necessarily
have to be an integer value to achieve stationarity I(0). Thus, the number of differences
could be fractional I(d).

As indicated by [46–48] and others, unit root methods have very low power to deter-
mine whether the data used in the analysis are a long memory process or are fractionally
integrated. Therefore, it makes sense to use fractional numbers and fractionally integrated
methods to make the time series stationary I(0).

This advanced methodology also allows us to capture and determine when observa-
tions are far apart in time but highly correlated, thereby measuring the degree of persistence.

So, the mathematical notation of the fractional model used that is ARFIMA (p, d, q)
model is the following:

(1− L)dxt = ut, t = 1, 2, (1)

From Equation (1), xt denotes the integrated I(d) process of the time series, d represents
any real value, the lag operator (Lxt = xt−1) is represented by L, and the I(0) covariance
stationary process is represented by ut, where the spectral density function displays a
type of time dependence in the weak form and is positive and finite at the zero frequency.
Therefore, it can be stated that if ut is ARMA (p, q), xt is ARMA(p, d, q). (1− L)d is a
polynomial expressed in terms of binomial expansion.

Table 1 presents a guide to the interpretation of the different values of d.
A higher value of d means a higher degree of persistence, which means a higher level

of association between the observations of the series.
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To determine the appropriate AR and MA orders in the models (p, q ≤ 2), the Akaike
information criterion and Bayesian information criterion were used (see [49,50]).

Table 1. Interpretation of the results of d for the ARFIMA model.

d = 0 xt process is short memory
d > 0 xt process is long memory

d < 0.5 xt is covariance stationary
d ≥ 0.5 xt is nonstationary
d < 1 xt is mean reverting
d ≥ 1 xt is not mean reverting

3.3. FCVAR Model

To check the relationship of the variables in the long term, this research paper fol-
lows [51], and used the multivariate Fractional Cointegrated VAR (FCVAR) model.

The starting point to understand the FCVAR model is the non-fractional CVAR model.
If a time series Yt, where t = 1, . . . , T is a p-dimensional I(1) time series, then the CVAR
model is as follows:

∆Yt = αβ′Yt−1 + ∑k
i=1 Γi∆Yt−i + εt = αβ′LYt + ∑k

i=1 Γi∆LiYt + εt (2)

∆b and Lb = 1− ∆b are necessary to derive the FCVAR model because these terms are
the fractional counterparts to replace the difference and lag operator ∆ and L in (2). We
then obtain the following:

∆bYt = αβ′LbYt + ∑k
i=1 Γi∆Li

bYt + εt (3)

which is applied to Yt = ∆d−bXt, such that

∆dXt = αβ′Lb∆d−bXt + ∑k
i=1 Γi∆bLi

bYt + εt (4)

where εt is the K-dimensional identically distributed error term with a zero mean and
constant variance–covariance matrix (ε t∼iid(0, Ω)). α and β are the framework of hy-
pothesis testing on long-run parameters. These terms are p× r matrices where 0 ≤ r ≤ p.
The β matrix represents the long-term equilibria in terms of cointegration. Γi controls the
short-term behavior of the variables. α indicates the deviation from the equilibria and the
speed in the adjustment. The FCVAR model provides 2 additional parameters compared
to the CVAR model. The parameter d represents the order of fractional integration of
the observable time series in a multivariate context. The parameter b is the degree of
fractional cointegration and represents the reduction in the fractional integration order of
β′Xt compared to Xt itself. Depending on this value, we observe the following cases: (a) a
non-stationary, although mean reverting, case occurs when the equilibrium errors are in
the range (0, 1

2 ); (b) a stationary case occurs when the equilibrium errors are fractional and
less than 1/2; (c) when d = b = 1, the FCVAR model is reduced to the CVAR model.

3.4. Wavelet Analysis

Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is a time–frequency domain methodology based
on two tools, and has the advantages of: (1) no stationarity requirement and (2) the ability
to find structural changes due to the interaction of the time and frequency decomposition
of both time series. These tools are wavelet coherency and wavelet phase difference (the
authors of this study have used continuous wavelet transform (CWT) in several research
papers, such as [52–55]).

These methodologies are very relevant since, by definition, a time series is an aggrega-
tion of components operating on different frequencies. So, the most important information
is hidden in the frequency content of the signal.
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Finally, the research carried out by [56–59] suggests that misleading results will be
found if we apply a typical cross-correlation to study statistical relationships between two
multifractal time series.

To measure the correlation of time series and to identify hidden patterns and/or
information in the time–frequency domain, wavelet coherency is used. The mathematical
notation of WTx(a, τ), which is the wavelet transform of a time series x(t), is as follows:

WTx(a, τ) =
∫ +∞

−∞
x(t)

1√
a

ψ∗
(

t− τ

a

)
dt (5)

From Equation (5), WTx(a, τ) is the map on the time and frequency of the original
time series onto a function of τ and a. The Morlet wavelet was chosen in this research paper
as the mother wavelet ( ψ) because it is a complex sine wave within a Gaussian envelope,
allowing measurement of the synchronism between time series (see [60]).

To understand how one time series interacts with the other, wavelet coherence is
employed. This is defined as follows:

WCOxy =
SO
(
WTx(a, τ)WTy(a, τ)∗

)√
SO
(
|WTx(a, τ)|2

)
SO
(∣∣WTy(a, τ)

∣∣2) (6)

From Equation (6), SO represents the operator in time and scale that smooths the
calculus. This is very important because, without it, the wavelet coherency always has a
value of one for all times and scales ([61]). Aguiar-Conraria’s website (https://sites.google.
com/site/aguiarconraria/joanasoares-wavelets, accessed on 10 June 2023) provides the
MATLAB code for the CWT.

4. Empirical Results

Table 2 presents the results of the expected consumption and the luxury sector once a
univariate analysis is conducted based on the standard unit root tests (ADF, PP, and KPSS).
Considering the original time series and the periods before and after COVID-19, the results
suggest a non-stationary I(1) behavior.

Table 2. Unit root tests.

ADF PP KPSS

(i) (ii) (iii) (ii) (iii) (ii) (iii)

Original Data

Consumer Sentiment −1.1776 −2.3556 −2.5834 −1.8882 −2.1751 1.0441 0.6348

S&P Global Luxury Index 0.3653 −1.1097 −2.922 −1.1529 −3.0762 4.2981 0.1902

Before COVID-19

Consumer Sentiment −0.7182 −2.7378 −2.6408 −2.3794 −2.2876 1.0815 0.8833

S&P Global Luxury Index 0.6615 −0.923 −2.4503 −0.9626 −2.5643 3.9953 0.2517

After COVID-19

Consumer Sentiment −0.9442 −0.0163 −1.4899 −1.0651 −1.8857 0.7051 0.2296

S&P Global Luxury Index 0.2907 −2.0361 0.1709 −1.2629 0.1109 0.6285 0.2365

Following the results presented in Table 2, as mentioned in the Methodology section re-
garding the lower power of unit root tests, the next step is to employ fractional alternatives as
ARFIMA (p, d, q) models to study the persistence of the time series, as previously mentioned.

Table 3 displays the results of the best models using the ARFIMA (p, d, q) methodology
taking into account Sowell’s maximum likelihood estimator [62].

https://sites.google.com/site/aguiarconraria/joanasoares-wavelets
https://sites.google.com/site/aguiarconraria/joanasoares-wavelets
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Table 3. Results of long memory tests.

Data Analyzed Sample Size (Days) Model Selected d Std. Error Interval I(d)

Original Time Series

Consumer Sentiment 295 ARFIMA (2, d, 2) 0.95 0.193 [0.63, 1.27] I(1)
S&P Global Luxury Index 295 ARFIMA (2, d, 2) 0.22 0.193 [−0.10, 0.54] I(0)

Before COVID-19

Consumer Sentiment 266 ARFIMA (2, d, 2) 0.95 0.108 [0.77, 1.13] I(1)
S&P Global Luxury Index 266 ARFIMA (2, d, 2) 0.93 0.054 [0.84, 1.02] I(1)

After COVID-19

Consumer Sentiment 29 ARFIMA (1, d, 2) 0.79 0.436 [0.07, 1.50] I(1)
S&P Global Luxury Index 29 ARFIMA (1, d, 1) 1.10 0.319 [0.57, 1.62] I(1)

Table 3 displays the fractional parameter d and the AR and MA terms obtained using
Sowell’s maximum likelihood estimator [62] of various ARFIMA (p, d, q) specifications
with all combinations of p, q ≤ 2, for each time series.

Table 3 presents the fractional parameter (d) results. Focusing on the original time
series, it is noted that the original time series of consumer sentiment and luxury index
are lower than 1 in both cases (d < 1). These results suggest that both time series are
expected to be mean reverting and the shocks will be transitory, where consumer sentiment
(d = 0.95) will take longer to recover its original trend than the luxury sector (d = 0.22).
Hypothesis I(1) cannot be rejected for the expected consumption variable.

Before the pandemic episode, both variables behaved similarly. On the contrary, after
the appearance of COVID-19, consumer sentiment (d = 0.79) recovered its trend faster
than the luxury sector (d = 1.10), which will need extraordinary measures to return to its
original trend.

According to [15], the economic uncertainty and health insecurity caused by the pan-
demic have led to a decrease in consumption. References [17,18] stated that uncertainty,
perception of severity, perception of scarcity, and anxiety are significant factors that influ-
ence consumer purchasing behavior. The research conducted by [19] includes a change in
spending patterns and willingness to pay for certain products.

Once the univariate analysis was performed, it became interesting to discover if both
time series have a relationship or have any effect on the other. Thus, Table 4 displays the
results obtained using Granger causality via a VAR model test to examine the interactions
between consumer sentiment and the luxury index in the United States. The Granger test
consists of a vector autoregressive representation (VAR) consisting of the two series as follows:

CSt = α1 + ∑n
i=1 βiLuxt−i + ∑m

j=1 δjCSt−j + εCSt (7)

Luxt = α2 + ∑n
i=1 θiLuxt−i + ∑m

j=1 ψjCSt−j + εLuxt (8)

where CS is the consumer sentiment and Lux is the luxury index, and it is assumed that
both εLuxt and εCSt are uncorrelated white noise error terms. The maximum number of
lags for each variable is represented by the letters m and n in Equations (7) and (8). Before
applying these to derive causality results using the VAR methodology, it is important to
validate the following assumptions: First, it is important to make sure that the variables
are either integrated of order zero or one to apply the VAR model. Second, the ordinary
least squares method can be used to estimate the level and the first difference relationship
between variables. Finally, if it is an integrated time series of order zero I(0), it is not
expected to have long run relationships.
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Table 4. Results of Granger causality test.

Direction of Causality Lags 1 Prob. Decision Outcome

d_CS→ d_Luxury 2 0.0434 Reject null Consumer sentiment causes luxury sector behavior
d_Luxury→ d_CS 2 0.4660 Do not reject null Luxury sector does not cause consumer sentiment

1 We used the Akaike Information Criterion to detect the number of lags.

For this study, the two Granger causality test hypotheses were tested. The first
hypothesis is H0 : ∑n

i=1 βi = 0 (consumer sentiment does not influence luxury) and
H1 : ∑n

i=1 βi 6= 0 (luxury influences consumer sentiment) and the second hypothesis is
H0 : ∑m

j=1 ψj = 0 (luxury does not influence consumer sentiment) and H1 : ∑m
j=1 ψj 6= 0

(luxury influences consumer sentiment).
Table 4 presents the Granger causality results when causality runs from consumer

sentiment to luxury and vice versa. From the results, it is observed that consumer sentiment
in United States has a direct influence on luxury behavior.

In order to be more precise and following the results obtained in the Granger section,
the Fractional Cointegrating VAR (FCVAR) model is used to understand the interactions
and the relationship of both time series in the long run. The results are summarized in
Table 5.

Table 5. Results of the FCVAR model.

d 6=b
Cointegrating Equation Beta

Consumer Sentiment Global Luxury Index

Panel I:
Consumer Sentiment vs. Global Luxury Index

d = 1.083 (0.145)
b = 0.546 (0.278 ) 1.000 0.016

∆d
([

C.S.
Luxury

]
−
[

105.673
940.931

])
= Ld

[
−0.151
–4.030

]
νt +

2
∑

i=1
Γ̂i∆dLi

d(Xt − µ

)
+ εt

Panel II:
Consumer Sentiment vs. Global Luxury Index
“After COVID-19”

d = 1.459 (0.000)
b = 1.459 (0.000 ) 1.000 0.036

∆d
([

C.S.
Luxury

]
−
[

103.352
4993.441

])
= Ld

[
−0.027
–3.584

]
νt +

2
∑

i=1
Γ̂i∆dLi

d(Xt − µ

)
+ εt

According to the results obtained using the FCVAR model, the focus is on two terms,
i.e., the integration term (d) and cointegration term (b), and also the beta term to analyze
the behavior of the time series.

Panel I displays the results regarding the long-term relationship between consumer
sentiment in the United States and the global luxury index. The order of integration of the
individual series is 1.083 and the reduction in the degree of integration in the regression is
0.546. Because d− b = 0.537, the cointegration result suggests that the error correction term
follows a non-stationary process, although it is mean reverting, and the shock duration
is long-lived.

Panel II displays the results that correspond to the period “after COVID-19”. The
order of integration of the individual series is 1.459, and the same magnitude is obtained
in the reduction in the degree of integration in the cointegrating regression. These results
imply I(0) cointegrating errors. Therefore, although the individual series apparently shows
I(1) behavior, the results of the cointegration analysis hypothesis on the effects of the shock
show that they disappear in the short-run and cannot be rejected. On the other hand, the
results suggest that an increase in the variable “Consumer Sentiment” produces an increase
in the “Luxury Index” (cointegrating equation beta equal to 0.036).

Finally, a multivariate analysis based on the time–frequency domain was performed
to understand the correlation that exists between both variables, consumer sentiment and
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the luxury sector, considering COVID-19. In addition, this methodology is able to detect
structural changes in the whole sample.

Figure 2 displays several results. Wavelet coherency is represented in section (a). This
result identifies the main regions with statistically significant coherency, indicating when
and at which frequencies the interrelations between time series occur and when they are
the strongest. These regions are located at cycles that correspond to the 1–12 frequency
band (low frequencies that correspond to short term) and the 12.5–32 frequency band (high
frequencies that correspond to long term), starting at 1998 in all the series.
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Consumption or expected consumption under the assumption of natural disasters
have been less studied. Many studies, such as [9,10,63–66], indicate compulsive and
impulsive behavior regarding consumption.

The results presented in this paper contribute to the previous literature to help under-
stand the behavior of consumer sentiment in a pandemic episode and how this affects a
specific sector such as luxury.

5. Conclusions

Some studies have analyzed how the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted consumer
behavior and shown how this event has caused a significant change in the perception and
purchase of products (see [18]). In addition, this pandemic has changed the pattern of
spending and the willingness to pay for certain products (see [19]).

The luxury sector has historically been resistant and resilient to economic fluctuations
and has proven to be a key driver of economic growth (see [67]).

Before the pandemic, the luxury sector was experiencing an increase in demand for
products and a greater availability of online options. However, with the arrival of the
pandemic, this sector has been one of the hardest hit. Store closures, decreased tourism,
and economic uncertainty have negatively impacted luxury businesses. The pandemic
led to a decrease in demand and a shift in consumers’ values and priorities. According
to a study by [20], the pandemic led to a change in the perception of luxury, affecting the
demand for luxury products.

Consumer sentiment and behavior changed due to economic uncertainty and health
insecurity, causing the consumption of non-essential goods to decline (see [15]), thereby
impacting the luxury sector.

There is limited literature that answers how consumer sentiment and behavior have
been affected in relation to the luxury sector before, during, and after the COVID-19
pandemic in the United States. For this reason, this paper is the first study that analyzes the
statistical properties of the luxury market and consumer sentiment via a time series analysis
from January 1998 to July 2022. To do so, methodologies based on fractional integration,
fractional cointegration, and wavelet analysis are used.

Using fractional integration methodologies, the results are quite similar. Both vari-
ables, consumer sentiment and the luxury sector, are very persistent (d = 0.95 and d = 0.93,
respectively) and present mean reversion with shocks disappearing in the long run. Once
the pandemic had been declared by government authorities in March 2020, a change in
trends occurred between both time series. While consumer sentiment presents a behav-
ior similar to that of before the pandemic (d = 0.79), the luxury sector has a permanent
component that causes changes in the trend and, therefore, extraordinary measures will be
required to reverse the situation and recover the original trend.

These results are in line with the research paper of [22], where it is stated that the
brick-and-mortar stores of the luxury brands in some countries rely heavily on overseas
consumers. Reference [68] suggests that Chinese tourists alone account for 27 percent of
the entire luxury market.

Since the pandemic began, Chinese consumers have had to concentrate their consump-
tion in China due to the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic overseas and the restrictions in
global travel. Additionally, the Chinese government adopted new policies related to the
import tariffs on luxury products. This caused the gap between the prices of luxury goods
in China and those in other countries to gradually decrease.

The Granger causality test suggests that consumer sentiment in the United States
has a direct influence on luxury behavior. Following this result, a multivariate analysis
using Fractional Cointegrating VAR (FCVAR) model was conducted to understand the
interactions and the relationship of both time series in the long run. The results indicate
that both time series have the same magnitude, where d = b = 1.459. Therefore, although
the individual series apparently show I(1) behavior, with the results of the cointegration
analysis, the hypothesis that the effects of the shock disappear in the short run cannot be
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rejected. Additionally, it can be seen that an increase in consumer sentiment implies an
increase of 3.6% in the luxury sector.

Finally, a time–frequency analysis based on wavelet analysis was performed to un-
derstand the correlation that exists between both variables, i.e., consumer sentiment and
the luxury sector. Focusing on the regions that correspond to the coronavirus episode, a
positive correlation between both time series is observed. Economically, this means that
consumer sentiment acted as a leading indicator of the behavior of the luxury sector in the
short term during the COVID-19 period.

A future line of research is the use of other methodologies, such as those proposed
by [69–72], in order to expand the literature with the use of methodologies based on the
time–frequency domain within the framework of time series.
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